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Abstract

Open source software (OSS) adoption in public administrations around the world has been uneven. Despite the
substantive economic and efficiency-related implications of OSS adoption, there is surprisingly little research into the
determinants of the diffusion of OSS across public sector jurisdictions. In this article we explore the variation in OSS
adoption among Dutch local administrations. The Dutch central government adopted a policy to stimulate the use of
OSS in the public sector, but the non-mandatory character of the policy resulted in great differences in the degree of
adoption of OSS at the local level. Using data from a new survey of municipalities in the Netherlands and proportional
odds statistical models to analyze the data, we show that the degree of OSS adoption crucially depends on the presence
of boundary spanners and political commitment within the local government. On the other hand, oft-suspected factors
like financial stress and jurisdiction size have no discernible effects. Our findings have implications for understanding
the spread of OSS in the public sector and for public policies designed to encourage OSS diffusion.

What are the factors that determine the spread of in-
stitutional and technological innovations in the public sec-
tor? How can we explain why certain public organizations
are more likely to be at the forefront of innovation while
others lag behind? These questions have a central place in
the study of public administration, but we still have only
imperfect understanding of how individual-, organization-
, and system-level variables interact to produce the pat-
terns of diffusion we observe in the world. In this article
we analyze the diffusion of open-source software (OSS) in
Dutch municipalities: a process that can shed new light on
the diffusion of innovations in the public sector since there
was a great degree of variation in the extent to which these
organizations progressed towards OSS adoption. The vari-
ety of outcomes in a set of similar organizations provides
us with a window of opportunity to isolate potential causal
factors that can account for the differences: an opportunity
that we pursue in this study.

OSS provides many potential benefits for public and
private organizations. For example, it is often available for
no license costs, it is not the exclusive property of a sin-
gle software vendor, and users have the freedom to study,
change and redistribute OSS. Not surprisingly, OSS is mak-
ing gains in market share rapidly. A study from 2009 es-
timated that worldwide revenue from OSS would grow at
an annual rate of 22,4% to reach US $8,1 billion by 2013.
The economic crisis is an extra stimulus for that growth
(International Data Group, 2009).

The advantages of using OSS have not gone unnoticed
in the public sector. Perhaps one of the most well-known
users of OSS in the public sector is the municipality of Mu-
nich. It started a plan to migrate to OSS in 2003 with the
aim to finish the migration of all of its 12.000 worksta-
tions by the end of 2012. The municipality calculated that

the current cost of its migration project is € 11,7 million,
while an upgrade to a comparable environment based on
MicrosoftWindows and Officewould have required € 15,52
million, excluding costs of € 2,8 million for license fees for
upgrades recurring every 3 to 4 years for a Microsoft in-
frastructure (von Eitzen, 2012).

Even larger migrations have been undertaken else-
where in Europe. The Spanish autonomous region of Ex-
tremadura decided in 2002 to migrate to Linux as well.
With 40.000 workstations (Hillenius, 2012c) it expected to
save € 30 million annually (Hillenius, 2012b). The French
national police force decided to migrate to OSS in 2004.
This enabled the organization, which had 90.000 worksta-
tions in 2004, to save over € 50 million on software licenses,
hardware andmaintenance since themigrationwas started
(Hillenius, 2009).

Globally, there have been 354 initiatives for OSS poli-
cies from 2000 to 2009, of which 245 have been approved.
235 of those are national policies but only 54 are manda-
tory. 163 of these initiatives originate from Europe, with
the Netherlands having implemented a preferential OSS
policy in 2002 (Lewis, 2010). In that year the Dutch House
of Representatives accepted a motion which requested the
government to ensure that all software used in the public
sector would work with open standards by the year 2006
and to stimulate the use of OSS in the public sector. The
arguments given for the motion were the lack of competi-
tion in the software market and the high switching costs
for choosing a different software vendor (Dutch House of
Representatives, 2002).

This resulted in several policy programs started by
the national government since then. The last program
‘The Netherlands in Open Connection’ (Nederland Open in
Verbinding, abbreviated as NOiV) was launched in 2007.
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For open standards it enacted a ‘comply-or-explain and
commit’ regime. The regime requires that public sector or-
ganizations use select open standards for IT projects and
demanded an explanation and plan for future implementa-
tion if that requirement was not met. It explicitly required
that governmental organizations would support the Open-
Document Format, an open standard for documents. Com-
pared to the open standards policy, the OSS policy was
less demanding. It asked public organizations to formu-
late an implementation strategy for OSS. The government
announced research on the release of its own software as
OSS and on the economic benefits of OSS. The program
bureau would provide support and advice to further the
adoption of open standards and OSS and measure progress
with a ranking and periodic reports (Ministry of Economic
Affairs, 2007).

Especially the OSS policy was a stimulus policy which
lacked instruments for enforcing adherence. As such, ad-
herence to the policy was highly dependent on the discre-
tion of the governmental organizations. When the NOiV
program was ended in December 2011 the program’s final
progress report judged the policy to have been effective
(NOiV, 2011a). Yet, the program’s benchmarks revealed
that there still existed large variation in the adoption of
OSS (NOiV, 2011b).

In this article we explore the variation in adoption of
the NOiV program to reveal the factors that explain the dif-
ferential success in the diffusion of OSS. We employ data
from a new survey of the Dutch municipalities to test the
possible impact of a number of variables related to the or-
ganizational, political and economic contexts. Using pro-
portional odds statistical models to analyze the data, we
show that the degree of OSS adoption crucially depends
on the presence of boundary spanners and political com-
mitment within the local government. On the other hand,
oft-suspected factors like financial stress and jurisdiction
size have no discernible effects. Our findings have impli-
cations for understanding the spread of OSS in the public
sector and for public policies designed to encourage OSS
diffusion.

The remainder of the article proceeds as follows. The
next section presents an overview of the existing literature
on OSS diffusion from which we derive our theory and the
hypotheses we test. Next, we outline our research design,
and the operationalization and measurement of our vari-
ables. Next, we present the results from the empirical sta-
tistical analyses. Finally, the concluding section summa-
rizes our inferences and draws their implications.

Towards an explanation of the diffusion of open source
software in public administrations

The literature on organizational learning and the diffusion
of policy, institutional and technological innovations is im-
mense and spans public administration, organization stud-
ies, sociology and other related disciplines. In this review
we will focus only on the most-directly relevant part of
this scholarship that deals with the spread of innovations
related to e-government in the public sector. Since OSS is
part of the information technologies (IT) infrastructure of
organizations, it is natural to expect that the findings from

studying the diffusion of e-government in general would
suggest potential explanations for the adoption of OSS as
well. Few studies deal with the adoption of OSS in the pub-
lic sector in specific and the theoretical insights they offer
while valuable remain limited. For example, Cassell (2008)
performed an exploratory qualitative study of the motiva-
tions of four German municipalities to adopt OSS. Ven and
Verelst (2008b) have been the only ones so far to execute a
quantitative study. They investigated factors in the adop-
tion decisions of OSS on a sample of both public and private
Belgian organizations.

The study of e-government has identified the novel use
of IT in government as an important element for increas-
ing public trust in government (Welch, Hinnant, & Moon,
2005), curbing corruption (Shim & Eom, 2009), enhancing
political control of the bureaucracy (Ahn, 2011), and re-
ducing red tape (Welch, 2007). Although the enthusiasm
for the transformative potential of e-government has been
somewhat cooled lately (Baldwin, Gauld, & Goldfinch,
2012; Norris & Reddick, 2013), the e-government agenda
remains one of the most important innovation drives fac-
ing the public administrations of the XXI century. Since
the progress towards the adoption of e-government prac-
tices has been highly uneven both between and within
countries, much academic attention has been focused on
the topic.

The resulting literature has identified a plethora of
possible explanatory factors that operate at three distinct
levels: systemic, organizational, and individual. Impor-
tant factors in the organizational adoption of innovations
can be categorized as the characteristics of the innova-
tion itself, the characteristics of the adopting organization
and environmental influences (Frambach & Schillewaert,
2002). The interactions between individual organizations
and their environment (e.g. fiscal or political pressures),
the institutional characteristics of organizations (e.g. bu-
reaucratic structures or form of government) and personal
cognitive biases and predisposition have all been impli-
cated in explaining the patterns of innovation diffusion.

In a big cross-national study of e-government adop-
tion, Lee and Chang (2011) find evidence for the impact of
policy learning, political norms, competition, and citizen
pressure. Analyzing digital innovativeness of the Ameri-
can states over time, Tolbert and Mossberger (2011) con-
clude that institutional capacity, and the modernization of
state institutions, are important for continued innovation.
Ganapati (2011) also emphasizes institutional barriers for
the utilization of new technologies in the public sector.
In a study of the diffusion of six e-government practices
among American municipalities, Ahn (2011) finds that the
interaction of the preferences of the elected mayors and
the perceptions of nonelected officials shape the chances
of an innovation being adopted. More generally, the po-
litical environment and the bureaucratic structure seem to
matter (see also Ahn (2011)). Focusing on one particular
institutional characteristic, Nelson and Svara (2012) argue
that the form of municipal government (council-manager
or not) has the greatest leverage for explaining the adop-
tion of e-government innovative practices in the US. In a
study of e-government in Italy conducted at the municipal
level, Nasi, Frosini, and Cristofoli (2011) find that organiza-
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tional factors are more important than the environmental
ones in explaining the pattern of adoptions. In sum, there
is a broad consensus that institutional characteristics mat-
ter, although different authors have quite different under-
standing of which the relevant institutions are. But there
is more to explaining diffusion than institutions.

Jun and Weare (2011) emphasize the search for effi-
ciency and the need for legitimacy in the eyes of the peer
organizations. In a longitudinal study of the Italian e-
government policy, Mele (2008) argues that a ‘substan-
tial osmosis between the policy and the political commu-
nity’ was needed to put the policy in place and to sus-
tain the e-government program in the country. Studying
the spread of geo-information technologies, Vonk, Geert-
man, and Schot (2007) conclude that individuals knowl-
edgeable of the technology, like geo-information special-
ists and planners, should participate in the design of or-
ganizational diffusion policies and formal strategies to en-
hance the process. Bhatti, Olsen, and Pedersen (2011) sin-
gle out the presence of administrative professionals act-
ing as drivers of innovation in their analysis of the spread
of integrated citizen service centers among Dutch munic-
ipalities. Looking more into the individual-level decision
making process of the people responsible for authorizing
technological innovations (e-voting machines in particu-
lar), Moynihan and Lavertu (2012) find the effect of cogni-
tive biases and predispositions, like general trust in tech-
nologies. So it appears that the presence of individuals
with the right set of knowledge and preferences can have
a big impact on the chance of successful adoption of in-
novations. We focus on this insight and incorporate it the
design of our empirical study. In addition, we attempt to
address factors operating at the environmental level (fis-
cal pressures), the interface between the organization and
its political context (the presence of activist politicians),
and institutions (and the hierarchical fragmentation of IT
departments in particular). Below we expand on each of
these concepts and outline their expected effects.

Boundary spanners

In their exploratory, qualitative field study of OSS adoption
by several companies Morgan and Finnegan (2007) define
boundary spanners as ‘individuals who connect their orga-
nization with external knowledge and can bring the orga-
nization in contact with new innovations’. They write that
adoption of OSS is mostly a bottom-up initiative instead of
top-down and mention that in most of the companies they
studied, there are some employees who are knowledgeable
on OSS and can support its introduction. These individu-
als are influenced by the technical and business benefits of
OSS to become advocates of OSS. In other research the con-
cept of ‘OSS champions’ is used, but they find this concept
hard to distinguish from the boundary spanner.

Ven and Verelst (2008b) investigated which factors in-
fluence the adoption of open source server software in 332
private and public Belgian organizations. They reference
Morgan and Finnegan (2007) as a source for existing re-
search on boundary spanners and found some evidence in
favor of the hypothesis in their own qualitative research
(Ven & Verelst, 2006). Because evidence for the hypothe-

sis based on large-N quantitative studies was missing they
tested it in their own research project, expecting the pres-
ence of boundary spanners to be positively related to the
adoption of open source server software. The results of
their research show that the presence of boundary span-
ners is the most influential independent variable on adop-
tion. In one of their other qualitative studies Ven and
Verelst (2008a) found that boundary spanners can some-
times be driven by ideology in their choice for OSS. As such
their beliefs can influence adoption decisions in smaller
organizations, but the majority of organizations are prag-
matic in their decision making.

The authors cited above do not specifically exclude
the managerial level, but they do focus on the bottom-
up aspect of innovation. According to Damanpour and
Schneider (2009) managers with a positive attitude to-
wards innovation will make the adoption of innovation
more likely as well.

Hypothesis 1: The presence of boundary spanners in
the organization is positively related to the probability
of adopting OSS.

Activist politicians

Inmunicipalities and other public organizations politicians
such as city councilors can also be responsible for a top-
down process of innovation, aside from themanagersmen-
tioned earlier. In two of the four municipalities studied by
Cassell (2008) the adoption of OSS was initiated by coun-
cilors and in Amsterdam councilors also took the initiative
(de Winter, 2011). In Dutch municipalities the College of
Mayor and Alderman is the executive board of a munici-
pality, which is also occupied by politicians.

Determined politicians could thus play the role of the
top-down boundary spanner, but their influence is dif-
ferent. The council might be able to force its will on the
public servants with a majority, but public servants can re-
sist. In the case of Amsterdam top public servants deemed
the plans to migrate to OSS to be impossible because of
the existing problems with its IT facilities, which angered
local politicians (de Winter, 2011).

Hypothesis 2: The presence of active political support in
the organization is positively related to the probability
of adopting OSS.

Fiscal stress

As noted in the introduction, financial motives are an im-
portant reason to adopt OSS. Cassell (2008) confirms that
municipalities are no exception to this. He mentions that
a drop in tax revenues triggered two of the smaller Ger-
man municipalities he investigated, Schwäbisch Hall and
Treuchtlingen, to migrate to OSS. Likewise, Dutch munic-
ipalities have also been confronted with decreasing bud-
gets. According to a report by the Centre for Research on
Local Government Economics municipalities expected to
cut their spending up to 7% in 2010 as a consequence of
the 2008–2012 global recession, increasing to 12% in 2012.
They plan to include their own organization in the auster-
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ity measures (M. A. Allers & Hoeben, 2010). This raises the
question how the austerity measures will affect the desire
and ability to adopt OSS.

The literature on organizational decline is divided over
the question if fiscal stress leads to more or less innovation.
Mone, McKinley, and Barker (1998) studied the effect of or-
ganizational decline on the innovation of private organiza-
tions. According to their findings, decline can stimulate or
inhibit innovation depending on the conditions. Highly in-
stitutionalized missions, widely diffused power structures,
high levels of resource commitment and the attribution of
decline to temporary or uncontrollable causes have a nega-
tive effect on innovation. Conversely, less institutionalized
missions, more concentration of power, high levels of un-
committed (slack) resources and the attribution of decline
to permanent or controllable causes positively affect inno-
vation. They add that many public sector organizations are
affected by the former negative factors. As a consequence
they consider the private sector to have better credentials
for innovation. In his study of local public health orga-
nizations Mohr (1969) likewise identified the availability
of slack resources as a stimulus for innovation. Because
larger organizations possessed more slack resources, they
had more potential to innovate.

Wolman (1986) on the other hand considers the char-
acteristics of the innovation itself. He argues that local
governments under fiscal stress are more likely to pur-
sue innovations if they increase efficiency and less likely
to pursue those that involve risk and resource commit-
ment. It is difficult to determine in which category OSS
fits best. It could be argued that OSS falls in both cate-
gories depending on the scale of migration projects, which
vary. While Schwäbisch Hall and Treuchtlingen had mi-
grated to OSS relatively easily, this was not the case for
Munich, where the migration did involve a lot of risks
and significant commitment of resources (Cassell, 2008).
For Munich an adequate budget for the migration was an
important requirement for its success (Editors of Binnen-
lands Bestuur, 2010). In the Netherlands most municipali-
ties take a more evolutionary step-by-step approach, none
so far have migrated to OSS (almost) completely like the
German municipalities in the study of Cassell (2008). So
it is to be expected that their style of innovation is more
compatible with the kind of innovation induced by fiscal
austerity. Even though previous research suggests a neg-
ative relationship between fiscal pressure and adoption of
innovation in general, the evidence of OSS adoption in
practice suggests a positive relationship with fiscal pres-
sure.

Hypothesis 3: Higher fiscal stress on the municipal-
ity’s IT budget is positively related to the probability of
adopting OSS.

Fragmentalization of the IT hierarchy

Finally, the organization of the IT services of the munici-
pality is likely to have an important impact on the adop-
tion. The municipality of Munich underestimated the diffi-
culties of migrating to open source software and open stan-
dards. Because the municipality had twenty-one indepen-

dent IT departments which did not share standardized soft-
ware the migration took longer than expected (von Eitzen,
2010). The municipality of Zaragoza also experienced dif-
ficulties with its migration due to a fragmented organiza-
tion (NOiV, 2010). The research of Cassell (2008) confirms
this; it mentions that organization structure was the most
important factor affecting the implementation of the mi-
grations.

Amsterdam faced similar problems. It had a huge
amount of applications in use, with estimates ranging from
ten to fifteen thousand. The municipality used at least fifty
different software packages for e-mail servers and for some
other applications the municipality had at least five differ-
ent versions in use. The total costs for IT in the munici-
pality, € 128 million, were at least twice as high as in other
municipalities. Amsterdam ultimately abandoned its plan
for a migration because it wanted to standardize on pro-
prietary software first (de Winter, 2011; Visser, 2011).

The highly independent departments with their own IT
management in Munich, Zaragoza and Amsterdam can be
described as silos or stovepipes. In an analysis of the na-
tional Irish public sector Bannister (2001) explains how IT
silos came to evolve in the public sector and why the pub-
lic sector is more vulnerable to silo development than the
private sector. Some of the reasons for this are internal
politics in which control of information systems is a key
form of power and influence within departments, the rel-
atively uninfluential positions of IT managers in some de-
partments, the absence of central authority and the level
of independence of departments. These characteristics run
counter to some success factors of information system im-
plementation given by Nah, Lau, and Kuang (2001), which
include having a project leader placed in charge with high-
level backing and the collaboration of the departments. As
mentioned previously, Mone et al. (1998) also identified
diffusion of power in the organization structure as an in-
hibitor of innovation. It is to be expected then that frag-
mentation negatively influences adoption.

The three municipalities mentioned as examples are
all very large municipalities. Zaragoza had 701.090 in-
habitants as of 1 January 2010 and Munich had 1.353.186
inhabitants as of 31 December 2010. The size of munici-
palities in the Netherlands varies widely. As of 2012 the
Netherlands has 415 municipalities (Statistics Netherlands,
2012). Amsterdam is the largest with 790.110 inhabitants
and Schiermonnikoog is the smallest with 932 inhabitants.
Many small municipalities have just one IT department.
Cassell (2008) describes how the two smallermunicipalities
of Schwäbisch Hall (37.137 inhabitants as of 31 December
2010) and Treuchtlingen (12.778 inhabitants as of 31 De-
cember 2010) migrated to OSS relatively easily. Their IT
departments are very small and they did not have many
workplaces to migrate. While there is contradictory ev-
idence which states that centralization has a well-tested
negative relationship to innovation adoption in general (Li
& Feeney, 2014), OSS is expected to be an exception based
on the evidence from practice.

Hypothesis 4: A fragmented IT hierarchy is negatively
related to the probability of adopting OSS.
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In summary, based on theoretical insights from the
general literature on the diffusion of innovations and find-
ings from the empirical literature on the spread of OSS, we
identified a number of hypotheses that related to the orga-
nizational, political and economic environment of the pub-
lic organizations we study. Taken together, the hypothe-
ses address different possible avenues for influence on the
probability of OSS adoption in a single jurisdiction. In the
remainder of this article we present the design of an em-
pirical study testing the hypotheses and the results of the
analysis of the data.

Research design

In order to test the hypotheses about the determinants
of OSS diffusion we rely on new data collected using a
web-based survey. As explained in the introduction, we
focus on the municipal level in the Netherlands which
is an appropriate empirical setting for our research goals
given that municipalities are encouraged but not required
to adopt OSS, and that a considerable variation in the de-
gree of adoption of OSS exists.

Our sampling strategy was as follows. First, from all
415 municipalities in the Netherlands we selected all 50
municipalities with more than 70.000 inhabitants (because
almost half of the total population of the Netherlands lives
in these municipalities) and we took a random sample of
130 from the remaining 365 municipalities. We contacted
the selected organizations with the request to fill in the on-
line survey initially in June 2012, and followed up with two
waves of phone call and e-mail reminders in July and Au-
gust 2012. We were not able to exercise control over who
exactly answered the survey: in order to increase response
rates this was left at the discretion of the municipality it-
self. Eventually, out of the 180 organizations which were
contacted, 65 responded which resulted in a response rate
of 36.1%.

Importantly, the final sample of responses does not dif-
fer significantly from the population of Dutch municipal-
ities in terms of size (taking into account the deliberate
over-representation of large municipalities) and financial
capabilities. One municipality has less than 10.000 inhab-
itants; 31 have between 10.000 and 50.000; 13 have be-
tween 50.000 and 100.000; 15 have between 100.000 and
200.000 and five municipalities number between 200.000
and 800.000 inhabitants. Furthermore, the sample matches
rather closely the distribution of OSS adoption asmeasured
by the NOiV Monitor ranking (NOiV, 2011b) in 2010. In
the NOiV ranking municipalities were asked in how many
fields of application they used OSS: infrastructure, system
administration, Internet and end users. The data compiled
from the ranking is shown in the table in figure 1.

Thus, our results should not be subject to a selection
bias from conditioning the responses on overall adminis-
trative and technological capacity (a potential factor influ-
encing both the likelihood of OSS adoption and responding
to the survey). In other words, in our final sample laggards

in the adoption of OSS are represented along with munici-
palities with a moderate and high degree of adoption, and
in a roughly proportional way to our best estimates of the
distribution of OSS adoption in the population of local gov-
ernments.

Having described our sampling strategy, now we turn
towards the operationalization of our concepts by the sur-
vey items and the construction of the variables used in the
analysis. A full list of the survey questions and how they
could be answered is provided in the appendix. Tomeasure
the central outcome – OSS adoption – we reused the dis-
tinction between four fields of applications for OSS from
the NOiV rankings: infrastructure, system administration,
Internet and end users. We used a five point Likert scale to
measure each of these four items more accurately.¹

We aggregate the items in two different ways to ar-
rive at our dependent variable. First, we sum the scores
on the four questions, z-transform (center and divide by
the standard deviation) the result and treat it as a continu-
ous measure (which enables us to use linear regression for
data analysis). Second, we construct an ordered categori-
cal variable with three levels from the raw item scores. The
categories range from ’low adoption’ (average score less
than two), to ’medium adoption’ (average score between
2 and 4) and ’high adoption’ (average score above 4). The
number of categories and the cut-off points were selected
after examining the distribution of the data.

The advantage of the first approach is that it provides
for more, and finer, variation, but the disadvantage is that
we have to assume that differences along the entire length
of the scale have the same significance. On the other
hand, the categorical variable is coarser but possibly bet-
ter in capturing true differences between the municipali-
ties rather than minor fluctuations in the scores resulting
from measurement error and statistical noise.²

The questions for the dependent variable inquired
about the state of OSS adoption at the moment the survey
was taken, but for the independent variables the respon-
dents were requested to consider a longer period of time
for their answers, approximately a year. This way issues
such as personnel turnover in the case of boundary span-
ners could be taken into account.

Based on the literature on boundary spanners five
questions were devised to capture this concept. We first
ask if there are employees who promote using OSS, which
is likely the lowest common denominator which character-
izes boundary spanners in the context of OSS adoption. We
continue with questions increasingly asking for more ex-
plicit evidence of boundary spanning: trying to convince
the management to adopt OSS and having the knowledge
to support a migration towards OSS. Because managerial
acceptance and influence are important factors the last two
questions ask if the management values the ideas of the
boundary spanners and if there are boundary spanners
which are part of the management.

With regard to the presence of active political support,
talks with public servants suggested that at the very least,

¹Because many smartphones and tablets ship exclusively with Google’s open source Android operating system and do not offer a choice for
proprietary operating systems the respondents were requested to exclude these devices.

²We also tried a five-level categorical variable which allows for more variation but the results from the analysis remained essentially the same.
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Figure 1: Left: relative frequency table of OSS use by municipality as measured by the NOiV rankings (2011). Right:
histogram of OSS adoption in municipalities (2012), cumulative score based on four 5-point Likert-scale items.

city councilors have a limited interest in OSS adoption and
ask questions about it to the College of Mayor and Alder-
men. The survey asks if this occurred in the first question.
Stronger determinants of political activism would be sub-
mitting proposals to adopt OSS to a vote in the council and
this proposal actually being supported by other councilors.
This is asked in the second and third questions.

Fiscal pressure is a difficult concept to investigate. Us-
ing the budget documents to determine amunicipality’s to-
tal spending and IT-spending in specific over several years
is very time-consuming and possibly misleading as well.
For example, in the budgeting system used by Dutch mu-
nicipalities expenditures can also include writedowns of
assets. As such we opted to investigate the concept with
survey questions instead.

To determine fiscal pressure, the first question asked
if the municipality had to implement austerity measures.
This was expected to be the case for the vast majority of
municipalities. The following questions were only asked
if the answer to the first was positive. Austerity in the
municipality as a whole does not necessarily translate to
austerity measures in the IT-budget in specific. To deter-
mine if the IT-budget is affected, the survey asks for this
in the second question. Because the absence of license fees
is seen as an important benefit for OSS, the third question
asks if the austerity led to budget reductions for license
fees of proprietary software. The fourth question asks if
the austerity measures led the municipality to investigate
the use of more OSS. The fifth question asks if this leads to
the actual adoption of more OSS.

Fragmentation of the IT hierarchy is measured by ask-
ing for two factors which are characteristic for this accord-
ing to the anecdotal evidence and literature: different de-
partments all running their own IT-facilities and power
over IT being highly distributed over multiple decision
makers. The third question is more generic, asking if IT
decision making is difficult and time-consuming, which is
likely to be the case if the other two factors apply.

Two control variables were used in the research de-
sign. Usingmunicipality size as a control variable was nec-
essary because larger municipalities have greater budgets
per inhabitant than the smaller ones in the Netherlands
(M. Allers, 2011). As such the municipality size is likely to

have an effect on the fiscal pressure. Organizational frag-
mentation is likely to be influenced as well because larger
municipalities probably havemore complex organizational
structures. Possibly there is a relationship with the pres-
ence of boundary spanners or activist politicians too. If
a municipality simply has more public servants and politi-
cians, the chance that they may be present could be higher.

The debt quote is the best measurement of the financial
position of a municipality (van der Lei, 2011b). It is the net
debt as a share of the total income of the municipality. This
control variable is especially useful for the third hypothesis
on fiscal pressure. In itself, a high debt quote does not say
much about fiscal pressure because policies are different
in every municipality and this leads to different solutions
for austerity. Asking respondents about fiscal pressure is
therefore more relevant, but the debt quote is an objective
measurement.

Themost recent data (van der Lei, 2011a) was compiled
for 31 December 2009, newer data is not yet available. Ac-
cording to van der Lei (2011c) high debt quotes are not a
problem if the municipality has a large stock of plots and
loans to third parties. Future revenue from the sale of plots
and interest on loans to third parties can offset the cost for
financing those plots and loans. In theory it costs the mu-
nicipality nothing to finance them, but in reality there is a
risk that a plot might sell for less than its original purchase
price or that third parties default on loans.

Results from the empirical analysis

Table 1 presents the descriptive statistics of the variables
used in the analysis. Note that for first five variables, the
reported numbers are based on the average score of the
units on the number of questions related to each variable
(for example, four in the case of OSS adoption).

Before we present the multivariate analyses, we first
focus on the distribution of OSS adoption. The histogram
in figure 1 shows the distribution of frequencies for the
summed scores of all four questions regarding the depen-
dent variable OSS adoption. The theoretical maximum
score for the individual questions on OSS adoption is five,
in which case the organization would use OSS exclusively.
The mean score is 2.18 which implies that the average
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Variable Mininum Mean Median Maximum SD
OSS adoption 1.00 2.19 2.00 4.00 0.75
Boundary spanners 1.00 2.83 3.00 4.80 1.10
Activist politicians 0.00 0.42 0.33 1.00 0.39
Fiscal stress 0.00 0.45 0.40 1.00 0.25
IT fragmentation 1.00 2.34 2.33 5.00 1.01
Inhabitants 8,954.00 95,600.00 54,551.00 790,110.00 122,857.00
Debt quote -62.00 77.07 74.00 237.00 50.60

Table 1: Descriptive statistics

Dutch municipality has some experience with OSS and has
incorporated it in at least some part of its organization and
management activities. The standard deviation is 0.75 and
the overall distribution is not too far off the normal curve.

The maximum value for the total score of all questions
is sixteen and was observed only twice. Four respondents
score the theoretical lowest value of four and do not use
any OSS at all. The vast majority of the respondents do
not use more OSS than proprietary software if the score of
twelve is used as a guideline.³ ⁴

Having discussed the distribution of OSS adoption, we
turn towards the multivariate statistical models which try
to capture the factors behind the differential adoption.⁵ As
explained above, we run two models: the dependent vari-
able is operationalized as a continuous measure in the first
one, and as a categorical variable in the second one. The
methods of analysis are linear regression for Model 1 and
proportional odds logistic regression for Model 2. Propor-
tional odds analysis is a appropriate method for modeling
ordered categorical variables, as the one we are dealing
with here (see Long (1997) for details).

Table 2 summarizes the results from the two models.
Both models lead to very similar inferences with the di-
rection and significance of all variables being consistent
across the models. There are positive and significant ef-
fects for the two variables that test the hypotheses that the
presence of respectively boundary spanners and active po-
litical support increase the likelihood of OSS adoption. On
the basis of the linearmodel (Model 1) we can calculate that
a point increase in the boundary spanners score leads to a
0.27 increase in the OSS adoption score which is relatively
small compared to the existing estimates from the litera-
ture (Ven & Verelst, 2008b); the effect of political activists
is almost twice as big, but is estimated with less certainty.
Interestingly, the effect of fiscal stress on the IT budget on
OSS adoption is in the expected positive direction but is
not statistically significant. Similarly, the effect of a frag-
mented IT hierarchy is negative as expected but is not sig-
nificant in the reported models (it reaches marginal statis-
tical significance if the control variables are excluded). The
model has an adjusted R-square of 0.34 which indicates rel-
atively low fit.

While the proportional odds model supports the above
conclusions about the direction and significance of the ef-
fects, the effect sizes of the coefficients are more difficult to
illustrate since the model is non-linear. Figure 2 shows the
predicted probability of a municipality being in a specific
category (low, average, high) of OSS adoption for different
values of boundary spanners and political activists accord-
ing to the estimates of the model, and holding the other
variables at their means. For example, if a municipality has
a score of 2 for the presence of boundary spanners it has
almost 50 percent chance of being in the ’Low’ category
and less than 10 percent change of being in the ’High’ cat-
egory of OSS adopters. But with a score of 4 on the bound-
ary spanners variables the chance of being a ’High’ adopter
has increased to 25 percent and the change of being a lag-
gard to less than 10 percent. We can interpret the lower
panel of Figure 2 in a similar way but with regard to the
effect of political activism.

Conclusions

In this article we explored the determinants of variation
in the adoption of OSS in public organizations. Our find-
ings partly support existing research but also contradict
some received wisdom in the field. First, our analyses con-
firm the influence of boundary spanners (Ven & Verelst,
2008a) and political activism (Cassell, 2008). Having peo-
ple within the organization who promote, inform about,
and politically support the adoption of OSS appears almost
indispensable for OSS adoption. On the other hand, the
influence of economic factors, like the financial stress of
the municipality appears to have no real influence accord-
ing to our analyses. The effect of organizational (IT) frag-
mentation remains uncertain but is likely negative. Alto-
gether, it seems that the adoption of OSS depends less on
the broader economic and social context but more on the
particular confluence of personal and political support for
OSS within the organization.

A confirmation of the boundary spanner hypothesis is
not surprising given the existing evidence, but the very
small effect size was not expected. The presence of ac-
tivist politicians is potentially much more influential but

³It is notable that the scores of six, eight, ten and twelve occur quite frequently compared to their neighboring scores. This could be caused by
the relatively small sample size. It could also be attributed to central tendency bias and proximity bias, well-known problems of measurement with
Likert scales. Respondents can be reluctant to give extreme scores and might give similar answers for similar items (Albaum, 1997).

⁴We conducted a principle components analysis of the items comprising the OSS adoption scale but found that essentially all questions load on
the same dimension, so we decided to use the average of all questions for the construction of the final variable rather than construct two or more
factors based on the individual items.

⁵The cross-correlations between the variables can be found in the Appendix.
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Model 1 Model 2
Linear regression Proportional odds

Variable Coef. SE Coef. SE
Intercept 1.26*** (0.32)
Intercept (Low-Avg.) 2.25* (1.23)
Intercept (Avg.-High) 5.33*** (1.45)
Boundary spanners 0,27** (0,09) 0.88** (0.34)
Activist politicians 0,62* (0.23) 2.18** (0.86)
Fiscal stress 0,36 (0.35) 1.74 (1.23)
IT fragmentation −0,11 (0.09) −0.43 (0.34)
Inhabitants −0.04 (0.09) 0.03 (0.30)
Debt quote 0.04 (0.08) −0.10 (0.31)
Adjusted R-squared 0.33
Significance levels: * 0.05; ** 0.01; *** 0.001. Unstandardized coefficients.
Dependent variable: adoption of open source software. N=51.

Table 2: Factors influencing OSS adoption

this finding might be related to the specific empirical set-
ting of our study.

According to this study fiscal pressure on municipal IT
departments does not lead to more adoption of OSS, which
is difficult to explain considering the evidence of financial
benefits of OSS. It could be that Dutch municipalities make
a different appraisal of cost benefits than themunicipalities
investigated in the study of Cassell (2008) and use other
measures to implement austerity. If we assume that the
cost benefits of OSS are real, it is unfortunate that so many
municipalities fail to capitalize on this advantage of OSS. In
that case the current policy of stimulus is obviously insuffi-
cient as it allows for these vast differences in OSS adoption
to exist. As this study has shown that top-down decisions
by politicians in the municipality are the most important
factor in terms of effect size on adoption of OSS, a new na-
tional policy in the Netherlands allowing for less discretion
might be a good idea.

Another option might be that a policy on OSS simply
needs more effort, in which case lessons might be drawn
from Iceland’s migration to OSS. The motivation for Ice-

land’s policy is similar to those of other municipalities
and public institutions which have been mentioned pre-
viously: gaining independence from vendors and cost sav-
ings (Clark, 2012). In early 2012 the government started a
migration project to OSS for all its public institutions, af-
ter many of them had already been migrating to OSS over
the last four years at a slower pace (before the country was
affected by the financial crisis). These include all of its ten
ministries, the city of Reykjavik, the National Hospital and
schools. The project also entailed setting up a common in-
frastructure for the migrations and a group of specialists
to monitor the project. In the next phase the project aims
to work on a call for tender to purchase services based on
OSS (Hillenius, 2012a). The Dutch policy on OSS never in-
volved a similar level of effort.

Our general contribution to the study of the diffusion
of innovations in public organizations is to identify the po-
litical and/or expert support for innovations as factors that
can override external pressures from the environment. Or-
ganizations are not passively reacting to stimuli for change
but have the potential to actively steer reform, provided
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Figure 2: The effects of boundary spanners and political activism on the probability of being in each category of OSS
adopters, based on the estimates from Model 2 (the remaining variables are held at their means).
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that support exists within the organization. In this respect
it is interesting to speculate whether either political or in-
ternal expert support is sufficient to guarantee reform and
the adoption of new technology. For now we are not able
to isolate the impact of activist politicians from the impact
of boundary spanners and this remains as an area for fu-
ture research.

How likely it is that our results generalize beyond the
case of the Netherlands? The Dutch policy context of OSS
adoption is to some extent characteristic of other govern-
ments’ efforts as well since OSS adoption is encouraged
but is not demanded through binding regulations and lit-
tle support is available for the actual migration to OSS. In
such circumstances it seems that the presence of bound-
ary spanners and political support within the organiza-
tion could be found important inmore public organizations
than the Dutch municipalities we survey. Public organiza-
tions are less subject to direct economic pressures than the
private ones which might explain why the internal envi-
ronment has a bigger influence on the chance of adoption
than the external environment. In any case, more research
needs to be done to probe the generalizability of our results
and to examine how endogenous the presence of boundary
spanners is to the political commitment of the organiza-
tional leadership to the adoption of open source software.
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Figure 3: Correlation matrix of all variables. ADOP is the
total score for OSS adoption, all independent variables ap-
pear in the same order as in table 1.

Appendix

Use of OSS

Could you give an estimate of the share of OSS used in the
following fields?

1. To which degree is OSS used for infrastructure?
2. To which degree is OSS used for system administration?

3. To which degree is OSS used by end users?
4. To which degree is OSS used for communication over

the Internet?

Presence of boundary spanners

1. There are one or more employees in the municipality
who promote the usage of OSS.

2. There are one or more employees in the municipality
who make an effort to convince management to adopt
(more) OSS.

3. There are one or more employees in the municipality
who possess adequate knowledge to support a migra-
tion towards OSS.

4. The decision makers value the opinions of those em-
ployees who press for the use of OSS and take their
opinions into account.

5. One or more of the employees in the municipality who
promote the usage of OSS are part of the management.

Presence of activist politicians

1. Members of the municipal council or the College of
Mayor and Aldermen have asked questions about the
use of OSS.

2. Members of the municipal council or the College of
Mayor and Aldermen have been vocal in their support
for OSS and have pushed the municipality to adopt OSS,
but failed to get the support of a majority.

3. The municipal council or the College of Mayor and Al-
dermen have accepted motions or made decisions to
make the municipality use more OSS.

Fiscal pressure on the IT department

1. Our municipality had to implement austerity measures.
2. As a consequence of the austerity measures the IT bud-

get was reduced.
3. As a consequence of the austerity measures we spent

less budget on license fees (for the right to use the soft-
ware) for proprietary software during this period.

4. As a consequence of the austerity measures increasing
the use of OSS was investigated.

5. As a consequence of the austerity measures we in-
creased our use of OSS.

The second to the fifth questions were conditional, they
were only asked in case the answer to first question was
positive.

Fragmentation of the IT hierarchy

1. Authority over IT matters is divided over different de-
partments. There is no central IT department.

2. There is no single person who has the final say in deci-
sions related to IT affairs.

3. It is very difficult and time-consuming to make deci-
sions on IT affairs.
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require(MASS) # load library for statistical analysis with proportional odds models
require(ggplot2) # load library for producing graphs
require(effects) # load library for producing stacked probability graphs for proportional odds model
require(corrplot) # load library for drawing a correlation matrix
require(car) # load library for calculating analysis-of-variance tables
require(pastecs) #load library for descriptive statistics table
require(xtable) #load library for exporting tables to latex
require(tikzDevice)

survey <- read.table("survey_oss.csv", header=TRUE) # read data
attach(survey)  # attach data

# do some stuff to create categories for proportional odds models?
survey$dv1<-(OSSINF+OSSADM+OSSUSR+OSSWEB)/4
survey$dv1[46]<-(OSSINF[46]+OSSUSR[46]+OSSWEB[46])/3 # why only three columns without OSSADM? Dont remember anymore, missing value I guess
survey$dv<-cut(survey$dv1, breaks=c(-1,1.99,2.99,5.01), labels=c("1. Low","2. Average","3. High")) # turn OSS adoption into a three level categorical variable 
survey$dv5<-cut(survey$dv1, breaks=c(-1,1,1.99,2.99,3.99, 5.01), labels=c("1. Very Low","2. Low", "3. Average","4. High", "5. Very high")) # use a five level categorical variable, barely different from three levels

attach(survey) # why attach again? script does fail if this is not done, but don't understand - For the newly created variables to become available in the global env

boun<-rep(NA, length(survey[,1]))
poli<-rep(NA, length(survey[,1]))
fisc<-rep(NA, length(survey[,1]))
frag<-rep(NA, length(survey[,1]))
for (i in 1:length(survey[,1])){
  boun[i]<-mean(c(BSPROM[i],BSCONV[i],BSKNOW[i],BSREPU[i],BSMNGR[i]), na.rm=T)
  poli[i]<-mean(c(APQUES[i],APPUSH[i],APACCP[i]), na.rm=T)
  fisc[i]<-mean(c(FPAUST[i],FPICTB[i],FPLFEE[i],FPIOSS[i],FPMOSS[i]), na.rm=T)
  frag[i]<-mean(c(FHAUTH[i],FHPERS[i],FHDIFF[i]), na.rm=T)
}
#Table of descriptives
survey.short<-cbind(dv1,boun,poli,fisc,frag,INHABT,DEBTQT)
options(scipen=100)
options(digits=2)
des<-as.data.frame(t(stat.desc(survey.short)))
des.short<-cbind(des$min, des$mean, des$median, des$max, des$std.dev)
colnames(des.short)<-c('Minimum', 'Mean', 'Median', 'Maximum', 'Standard dev.')
rownames(des.short)<-c('OSS adoption', 'Boundary spanners', 'Activist politicians', 'Fiscal stress', 'IC fragmentation', 'Inhabitants', 'Debt' )
xtable(des.short)
###

inha<-(INHABT-(mean(INHABT, na.rm=T)))/sd(INHABT, na.rm=T)
debt<-(DEBTQT-(mean(DEBTQT, na.rm=T)))/sd(DEBTQT, na.rm=T)

# diagnostics, chi-square test of model fit:
1-pchisq(deviance(polr.out),df.residual(polr.out))
pr <- profile(polr.out)
confint(pr)
plot(pr)
pairs(pr)



# draw stacked probability graph for boundary spanners
tikz("prob_boun.tex", width=3.5, height=2.5)
par(mfrow=c(2,1))
plot(effect("boun",polr.out2), style="stacked", colors=c("#084594", "#4292C6", "#9ECAE1"), xlab="Presence of boundary spanners", ylab="Predicted probability", main="", key.args = list(x=0.35, y=0.70))
dev.off()

# draw stacked probability graph for activistic politicians
tikz("prob_poli.tex", width=3.5, height=2.5)
plot(effect("poli",polr.out2), style="stacked", colors=c("#084594", "#4292C6", "#9ECAE1"), xlab="Political activism", ylab="Predicted probability", main="", key.args = list(x=0.35, y=0.70))
dev.off()

# histogram for OSS adoption
tikz("histOSSADP.tex", width=3.4, height=2.0)
ggplot(survey, aes(x=OSSADP)) +
scale_x_continuous("Adoption of OSS") +
scale_y_continuous("Frequency") +
geom_histogram(binwidth=1, colour="black", fill="white") +
theme(axis.title = element_text(size = 10))
dev.off()

# draw correlation matrix
tikz("corrmatrix.tex", width=3.5, height=3.5)
survey.cor<-survey[,c(6,12,16,22,26,27,28)]
corr <- cor(survey.cor, use='complete')
rownames(corr) <- colnames(corr) <- c('OSSADP', 'BSPRES', 'APPRES', 'FPRSSR', 'FRAGHA', 'INHABT', 'DEBTQT')
corrplot(corr, method='color', type='lower', diag=F, addcolorlabel='bottom',tl.col = "black", addCoef.col='black')
dev.off()
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		Nijmegen		2		2		1		3		8		1		2		3		2		2		10		1		0		1		2		1		1		NA		0		0		2		1		1		2		4		165127		65		0

		Haarlem		1		1		1		1		4		4		3		4		3		3		17		0		0		0		0		1		1		1		0		0		3		5		2		4		11		151927		96		0

		Nuenen_en_Son_en_Breugel		2		2		1		2		7		1		1		2		2		1		7		1		0		0		1		1		1		1		0		0		3		1		5		4		10		38081		NA		1

		BEL_Combinatie		1		1		1		2		5		2		1		2		1		1		7		1		1		0		2		1		1		0		0		0		2		1		2		2		5		28812		NA		1

		Gouda		3		4		2		4		13		5		5		5		5		4		24		1		0		1		2		1		1		0		0		0		2		1		1		1		3		71195		88		0

		Alkmaar		3		3		2		2		10		4		4		4		3		4		19		1		1		1		3		0		NA		NA		NA		NA		0		1		2		1		4		94281		85		0

		Den_Haag		3		3		2		4		12		4		4		2		4		3		17		NA		NA		NA		NA		1		1		NA		NA		NA		2		1		1		5		7		496745		19		0

		Venlo		2		1		1		1		5		2		2		3		2		2		11		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		0		0		2		1		1		3		5		99792		52		0

		Woerden		4		4		4		4		16		5		5		5		5		4		24		NA		NA		NA		NA		1		1		0		1		1		4		2		1		1		4		48182		73		0

		Drechtsteden		2		NA		2		2		6		1		1		1		1		1		5		NA		NA		NA		NA		1		1		NA		0		0		2		1		5		5		11		266310		NA		1

		Slochteren		2		3		2		3		10		4		4		4		3		3		18		1		NA		1		2		0		NA		NA		NA		NA		0		3		4		5		12		15405		75		0

		Dalfsen		2		2		2		2		8		3		3		2		3		3		14		NA		NA		NA		NA		1		0		0		0		0		1		3		2		2		7		27442		7		0

		Uitgeest		1		1		3		3		8		5		5		5		5		2		22		0		0		0		0		1		1		1		0		0		3		2		3		2		7		12143		47		0

		Heumen		2		1		2		1		6		1		1		3		1		1		7		0		0		0		0		0		NA		NA		NA		NA		0		1		1		2		4		16424		95		0

		Den_Helder		2		2		2		2		8		3		3		2		4		4		16		1		1		1		3		1		1		0		0		0		2		2		1		5		8		57102		90		0

		Losser		2		2		2		2		8		3		3		4		NA		2		12		1		0		0		1		1		1		0		0		0		2		2		2		3		7		22457		80		0

		Montferland		3		4		2		3		12		3		2		2		2		2		11		0		NA		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		1		1		3		4		8		35101		56		0

		Diemen		2		3		2		4		11		4		4		3		5		2		18		1		0		1		2		1		0		0		0		0		1		1		1		3		5		24921		128		0

		Vught		2		2		2		5		11		4		3		2		1		1		11		0		0		0		0		1		1		1		0		0		3		1		5		5		11		25257		119		0

		Gorinchem		1		1		1		3		6		1		1		3		1		1		7		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		1		1		4		2		7		35085		150		0

		Harenkarspel		3		3		1		1		8		4		3		3		3		3		16		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		1		1		4		1		2		2		5		16192		14		0

		Gennep		1		1		1		1		4		1		1		1		1		1		5		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		1		1		5		4		10		17385		45		0

		Brunssum		3		3		2		1		9		4		3		3		3		3		16		0		0		0		0		1		1		1		0		0		3		1		3		3		7		29180		15		0

		Lansingerland		3		2		2		2		9		1		1		1		3		1		7		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		0		0		2		1		1		1		3		48602		177		0

		De_Kompanjie		1		1		2		1		5		1		2		1		2		4		10		1		0		0		1		1		1		0		1		0		3		2		5		5		12		41359		NA		1

		Groningen		3		3		2		3		11		4		4		3		4		4		19		1		0		1		2		1		NA		NA		1		0		2		2		2		2		6		192735		69		0

		Borne		2		2		1		2		7		4		2		1		2		1		10		0		NA		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		1		1		2		2		5		21519		237		0

		Stede_Broec		2		2		2		2		8		4		4		3		2		2		15		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		1		1		2		3		6		21378		172		0

		Beuningen		NA		NA		NA		NA		NA		NA		1		1		1		1		4		NA		NA		NA		NA		1		0		0		0		0		1		1		5		5		11		25406		168		0

		Zeist		2		2		3		4		11		4		4		3		4		2		17		1		NA		NA		1		1		1		1		0		0		3		1		1		4		6		60273		34		0

		Bergen_(Limburg)		2		1		1		1		5		1		3		4		3		1		12		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		1		1		5		1		7		13287		3		0




require(MASS) # load library for statistical analysis with proportional odds models
require(ggplot2) # load library for producing graphs
require(effects) # load library for producing stacked probability graphs for proportional odds model
require(corrplot) # load library for drawing a correlation matrix
require(car) # load library for calculating analysis-of-variance tables
require(pastecs) #load library for descriptive statistics table
require(xtable) #load library for exporting tables to latex

survey <- read.table("survey_oss.csv", header=TRUE) # read data
attach(survey)  # attach data

# do some stuff to create categories for proportional odds models?
survey$dv1<-(OSSINF+OSSADM+OSSUSR+OSSWEB)/4
survey$dv1[46]<-(OSSINF[46]+OSSUSR[46]+OSSWEB[46])/3 # why only three columns without OSSADM? Dont remember anymore, missing value I guess
survey$dv<-cut(survey$dv1, breaks=c(-1,1.99,2.99,5.01), labels=c("1. Low","2. Average","3. High")) # turn OSS adoption into a three level categorical variable 
survey$dv5<-cut(survey$dv1, breaks=c(-1,1,1.99,2.99,3.99, 5.01), labels=c("1. Very Low","2. Low", "3. Average","4. High", "5. Very high")) # use a five level categorical variable, barely different from three levels

attach(survey) # why attach again? script does fail if this is not done, but don't understand - For the newly created variables to become available in the global env

boun<-rep(NA, length(survey[,1]))
poli<-rep(NA, length(survey[,1]))
fisc<-rep(NA, length(survey[,1]))
frag<-rep(NA, length(survey[,1]))
for (i in 1:length(survey[,1])){
  boun[i]<-mean(c(BSPROM[i],BSCONV[i],BSKNOW[i],BSREPU[i],BSMNGR[i]), na.rm=T)
  poli[i]<-mean(c(APQUES[i],APPUSH[i],APACCP[i]), na.rm=T)
  fisc[i]<-mean(c(FPAUST[i],FPICTB[i],FPLFEE[i],FPIOSS[i],FPMOSS[i]), na.rm=T)
  frag[i]<-mean(c(FHAUTH[i],FHPERS[i],FHDIFF[i]), na.rm=T)
}
#Table of descriptives
survey.short<-cbind(dv1,boun,poli,fisc,frag,INHABT,DEBTQT)
options(scipen=100)
options(digits=2)
des<-as.data.frame(t(stat.desc(survey.short)))
des.short<-cbind(des$min, des$mean, des$median, des$max, des$std.dev)
colnames(des.short)<-c('Minimum', 'Mean', 'Median', 'Maximum', 'Standard dev.')
rownames(des.short)<-c('OSS adoption', 'Boundary spanners', 'Activist politicians', 'Fiscal stress', 'IC fragmentation', 'Inhabitants', 'Debt' )
xtable(des.short)
###

inha<-(INHABT-(mean(INHABT, na.rm=T)))/sd(INHABT, na.rm=T)
debt<-(DEBTQT-(mean(DEBTQT, na.rm=T)))/sd(DEBTQT, na.rm=T)

sink("stat_analysis.txt") # start writing the following output to a file

cat("===========================================\n")
cat("= Analysis using simple linear regression =\n")
cat("===========================================\n")

cat("\n##### Excluding controls #####\n")
summary(m1<-lm(dv1~boun+poli+fisc+frag)) # results with linear regression without control variables

cat("\n\n##### Including controls #####\n")
summary(m2<-lm(dv1~boun+poli+fisc+frag+inha+debt)) # results with linear regression, including control variables, reported as Model 1 in the paper
cat("\n\n")

cat("===========================================\n")
cat("= Analysis using proportional odds models =\n")
cat("===========================================\n")

cat("\n##### Ordered logit, excluding controls #####\n\n")
summary(polr.out <- polr(dv~boun+poli+fisc+frag,Hess=TRUE)) # results with ordered logit, without control variables

cat("\n\n\n##### Ordered probit, excluding controls #####\n\n")
summary(update(polr.out, method = "probit")) # the same with ordered probit just for a check
Anova(polr.out) # calculate analysis of variance tables

cat("\n\n\n##### Ordered logit, including controls #####\n\n")
summary(polr.out2 <- polr(dv~boun+poli+fisc+frag+inha+debt,Hess=TRUE)) # results with ordered logit, including control variables, reported as Model 2 in the paper
Anova(polr.out2) # calculate analysis of variance tables

cat("\n\n\n##### Ordered logit, including controls (difference?) #####\n\n")
summary(polr.out3 <- polr(dv5~boun+poli+fisc+frag,Hess=TRUE)) # don't why this is done?
Anova(polr.out3) # calculate analysis of variance tables

sink() # stop writing to the file



# diagnostics, chi-square test of model fit:
1-pchisq(deviance(polr.out),df.residual(polr.out))
pr <- profile(polr.out)
confint(pr)
plot(pr)
pairs(pr)



# draw stacked probability graph for boundary spanners
pdf("prob_boun.pdf", width=4, height=2.5)
par(mfrow=c(2,1))
plot(effect("boun",polr.out2), style="stacked", colors=c("#084594", "#4292C6", "#9ECAE1"), xlab="Presence of boundary spanners", ylab="Predicted probability", main="", key.args = list(x=0.42, y=0.70))
dev.off()

# draw stacked probability graph for activistic politicians
pdf("prob_poli.pdf", width=4, height=2.5)
plot(effect("poli",polr.out2), style="stacked", colors=c("#084594", "#4292C6", "#9ECAE1"), xlab="Political activism", ylab="Predicted probability", main="", key.args = list(x=0.42, y=0.70))
dev.off()

# draw histogram for OSS adoption
pdf("histOSSADP.pdf", width=6, height=4)
ggplot(survey, aes(x=OSSADP)) +
scale_x_continuous("Adoption of OSS in Dutch municipalities (2012)\nCumulative score based on four 5-point Likert-scale items ") +
scale_y_continuous("Frequency") +
geom_histogram(binwidth=1, colour="black", fill="white") +
theme(text=element_text(size = 9))+
  theme_bw()
dev.off()

# draw correlation matrix
pdf("corrmatrix.pdf", width=3.5, height=3.5)
survey.cor<-survey[,c(6,12,16,22,26,27,28)]
corr <- cor(survey.cor, use='complete')
rownames(corr) <- colnames(corr) <- c('ADOP', 'BOUN', 'POLI', 'FISC', 'FRAG', 'INHA', 'DEBT')
par(ps=8)
corrplot(corr, method='color', type='lower', diag=F,tl.col = "black", addCoef.col='black')
dev.off()
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\begin{abstract}
Open source software (OSS) adoption in public administrations around the world has been uneven. Despite the substantive economic and efficiency-related implications of OSS adoption, there is surprisingly little research into the determinants of the diffusion of OSS across public sector jurisdictions. In this article we explore the variation in OSS adoption among Dutch local administrations. The Dutch central government adopted a policy to stimulate the use of OSS in the public sector, but the non-mandatory character of the policy resulted in great differences in the degree of adoption of OSS at the local level. Using data from a new survey of municipalities in the Netherlands and proportional odds statistical models to analyze the data, we show that the degree of OSS adoption crucially depends on the presence of boundary spanners and political commitment within the local government. On the other hand, oft-suspected factors like financial stress and jurisdiction size have no discernible effects. Our findings have implications for understanding the spread of OSS in the public sector and for public policies designed to encourage OSS diffusion. 
\end{abstract}

\begin{multicols}{2}

What are the factors that determine the spread of institutional and technological innovations in the public sector? How can we explain why certain public organizations are more likely to be at the forefront of innovation while others lag behind? These questions have a central place in the study of public administration, but we still have only imperfect understanding of how individual-, organization-, and system-level variables interact to produce the patterns of diffusion we observe in the world. In this article we analyze the diffusion of open-source software (OSS) in Dutch municipalities: a process that can shed new light on the diffusion of innovations in the public sector since there was a great degree of variation in the extent to which these organizations progressed towards OSS adoption. The variety of outcomes in a set of similar organizations provides us with a window of opportunity to isolate potential causal factors that can account for the differences: an opportunity that we pursue in this study.

OSS provides many potential benefits for public and private organizations. For example, it is often available for no license costs, it is not the exclusive property of a single software vendor, and users have the freedom to study, change and redistribute OSS. Not surprisingly, OSS is making gains in market share rapidly. A study from 2009 estimated that worldwide revenue from OSS would grow at an annual rate of 22,4\% to reach US \$8,1 billion by 2013. The economic crisis is an extra stimulus for that growth \parencite{idg2009}.

The advantages of using OSS have not gone unnoticed in the public sector. Perhaps one of the most well-known users of OSS in the public sector is the municipality of Munich. It started a plan to migrate to OSS in 2003 with the aim to finish the migration of all of its 12.000 workstations by the end of 2012. The municipality calculated that the current cost of its migration project is € 11,7 million, while an upgrade to a comparable environment based on Microsoft Windows and Office would have required € 15,52 million, excluding costs of € 2,8 million for license fees for upgrades recurring every 3 to 4 years for a Microsoft infrastructure \parencite{eitzen2012}.

Even larger migrations have been undertaken elsewhere in Europe. The Spanish autonomous region of Extremadura decided in 2002 to migrate to Linux as well. With 40.000 workstations \parencite{joinup2012a} it expected to save € 30 million annually \parencite{joinup2012b}. The French national police force decided to migrate to OSS in 2004. This enabled the organization, which had 90.000 workstations in 2004, to save over € 50 million on software licenses, hardware and maintenance since the migration was started \parencite{joinup2009}.

Globally, there have been 354 initiatives for OSS policies from 2000 to 2009, of which 245 have been approved. 235 of those are national policies but only 54 are mandatory. 163 of these initiatives originate from Europe, with the Netherlands having implemented a preferential OSS policy in 2002 \parencite{csis2010}. In that year the Dutch House of Representatives accepted a motion which requested the government to ensure that all software used in the public sector would work with open standards by the year 2006 and to stimulate the use of OSS in the public sector. The arguments given for the motion were the lack of competition in the software market and the high switching costs for choosing a different software vendor \parencite{tk2002}.

This resulted in several policy programs started by the national government since then. The last program `The Netherlands in Open Connection' (\emph{Nederland Open in Verbinding}, abbreviated as NOiV) was launched in 2007. For open standards it enacted a `comply-or-explain and commit' regime. The regime requires that public sector organizations use select open standards for IT projects and demanded an explanation and plan for future implementation if that requirement was not met. It explicitly required that governmental organizations would support the OpenDocument Format, an open standard for documents. Compared to the open standards policy, the OSS policy was less demanding. It asked public organizations to formulate an implementation strategy for OSS. The government announced research on the release of its own software as OSS and on the economic benefits of OSS. The program bureau would provide support and advice to further the adoption of open standards and OSS and measure progress with a ranking and periodic reports \parencite{noiv-actieplan2007}.

Especially the OSS policy was a stimulus policy which lacked instruments for enforcing adherence. As such, adherence to the policy was highly dependent on the discretion of the governmental organizations. When the NOiV program was ended in December 2011 the program's final progress report judged the policy to have been effective \parencite{noiv-vr-drie2011}. Yet, the program's benchmarks revealed that there still existed large variation in the adoption of OSS \parencite{noiv-ranking2010}.

In this article we explore the variation in adoption of the NOiV program to reveal the factors that explain the differential success in the diffusion of OSS. We employ data from a new survey of the Dutch municipalities to test the possible impact of a number of variables related to the organizational, political and economic contexts. Using proportional odds statistical models to analyze the data, we show that the degree of OSS adoption crucially depends on the presence of boundary spanners and political commitment within the local government. On the other hand, oft-suspected factors like financial stress and jurisdiction size have no discernible effects. Our findings have implications for understanding the spread of OSS in the public sector and for public policies designed to encourage OSS diffusion. 

The remainder of the article proceeds as follows. The next section presents an overview of the existing literature on OSS diffusion from which we derive our theory and the hypotheses we test. Next, we outline our research design, and the operationalization and measurement of our variables. Next, we present the results from the empirical statistical analyses. Finally, the concluding section summarizes our inferences and draws their implications.

\section{Towards an explanation of the diffusion of open source software in public administrations}
The literature on organizational learning and the diffusion of policy, institutional and technological innovations is immense and spans public administration, organization studies, sociology and other related disciplines. In this review we will focus only on the most-directly relevant part of this scholarship that deals with the spread of innovations related to e-government in the public sector. Since OSS is part of the information technologies (IT) infrastructure of organizations, it is natural to expect that the findings from studying the diffusion of e-government in general would suggest potential explanations for the adoption of OSS as well. Few studies deal with the adoption of OSS in the public sector in specific and the theoretical insights they offer while valuable remain limited. For example, \textcite{cassell2008} performed an exploratory qualitative study of the motivations of four German municipalities to adopt OSS. \textcite{ven2008b} have been the only ones so far to execute a quantitative study. They investigated factors in the adoption decisions of OSS on a sample of both public and private Belgian organizations.

The study of e-government has identified the novel use of IT in government as an important element for increasing public trust in government \parencite{welch2005}, curbing corruption \parencite{shim2009}, enhancing political control of the bureaucracy \parencite{ahn2011}, and reducing red tape \parencite{welch2007}. Although the enthusiasm for the transformative potential of e-government has been somewhat cooled lately \parencites{baldwin2012}{norris2013}, the e-government agenda remains one of the most important innovation drives facing the public administrations of the XXI century. Since the progress towards the adoption of e-government practices has been highly uneven both between and within countries, much academic attention has been focused on the topic.

The resulting literature has identified a plethora of possible explanatory factors that operate at three distinct levels: systemic, organizational, and individual. Important factors in the organizational adoption of innovations can be categorized as the characteristics of the innovation itself, the characteristics of the adopting organization and environmental influences \parencite{frambach2002}. The interactions between individual organizations and their environment (e.g. fiscal or political pressures), the institutional characteristics of organizations (e.g. bureaucratic structures or form of government) and personal cognitive biases and predisposition have all been implicated in explaining the patterns of innovation diffusion.

In a big cross-national study of e-government adoption, \textcite{lee2011} find evidence for the impact of policy learning, political norms, competition, and citizen pressure. Analyzing digital innovativeness of the American states over time, \textcite{tolbert2008} conclude that institutional capacity, and the modernization of state institutions, are important for continued innovation. \textcite{ganapatti2011} also emphasizes institutional barriers for the utilization of new technologies in the public sector. In a study of the diffusion of six e-government practices among American municipalities, \textcite{ahn2011} finds that the interaction of the preferences of the elected mayors and the perceptions of nonelected officials shape the chances of an innovation being adopted. More generally, the political environment and the bureaucratic structure seem to matter (see also \textcite{ahn2011}). Focusing on one particular institutional characteristic, \textcite{nelson2012} argue that the form of municipal government (council-manager or not) has the greatest leverage for explaining the adoption of e-government innovative practices in the US. In a study of e-government in Italy conducted at the municipal level, \textcite{nasi2011} find that organizational factors are more important than the environmental ones in explaining the pattern of adoptions. In sum, there is a broad consensus that institutional characteristics matter, although different authors have quite different understanding of which the relevant institutions are. But there is more to explaining diffusion than institutions.

\textcite{jun2011} emphasize the search for efficiency and the need for legitimacy in the eyes of the peer organizations. In a longitudinal study of the Italian e-government policy, \textcite{mele2008} argues that a ‘substantial osmosis between the policy and the political community’ was needed to put the policy in place and to sustain the e-government program in the country. Studying the spread of geo-information technologies, \textcite{vonk2007} conclude that individuals knowledgeable of the technology, like geo-information specialists and planners, should participate in the design of organizational diffusion policies and formal strategies to enhance the process. \textcite{bhatti2011} single out the presence of administrative professionals acting as drivers of innovation in their analysis of the spread of integrated citizen service centers among Dutch municipalities. Looking more into the individual-level decision making process of the people responsible for authorizing technological innovations (e-voting machines in particular), \textcite{moynihan2012} find the effect of cognitive biases and predispositions, like general trust in technologies. So it appears that the presence of individuals with the right set of knowledge and preferences can have a big impact on the chance of successful adoption of innovations. We focus on this insight and incorporate it the design of our empirical study. In addition, we attempt to address factors operating at the environmental level (fiscal pressures), the interface between the organization and its political context (the presence of activist politicians), and institutions (and the hierarchical fragmentation of IT departments in particular). Below we expand on each of these concepts and outline their expected effects.

\section{Boundary spanners}
In their exploratory, qualitative field study of OSS adoption by several companies \textcite{morgan2007} define boundary spanners as `individuals who connect their organization with external knowledge and can bring the organization in contact with new innovations'. They write that adoption of OSS is mostly a bottom-up initiative instead of top-down and mention that in most of the companies they studied, there are some employees who are knowledgeable on OSS and can support its introduction. These individuals are influenced by the technical and business benefits of OSS to become advocates of OSS. In other research the concept of `OSS champions' is used, but they find this concept hard to distinguish from the boundary spanner. 

\textcite{ven2008b} investigated which factors influence the adoption of open source server software in 332 private and public Belgian organizations. They reference \textcite{morgan2007} as a source for existing research on boundary spanners and found some evidence in favor of the hypothesis in their own qualitative research \parencite{ven2006}. Because evidence for the hypothesis based on large-N quantitative studies was missing they tested it in their own research project, expecting the presence of boundary spanners to be positively related to the adoption of open source server software. The results of their research show that the presence of boundary spanners is the most influential independent variable on adoption. In one of their other qualitative studies \textcite{ven2008a} found that boundary spanners can sometimes be driven by ideology in their choice for OSS. As such their beliefs can influence adoption decisions in smaller organizations, but the majority of organizations are pragmatic in their decision making.

The authors cited above do not specifically exclude the managerial level, but they do focus on the bottom-up aspect of innovation. According to \textcite{damanpour2009} managers with a positive attitude towards innovation will make the adoption of innovation more likely as well.\newline

\hangpara{1em}{0}\textbf{Hypothesis 1}: The presence of boundary spanners in the organization is positively related to the probability of adopting OSS.

\section{Activist politicians}
In municipalities and other public organizations politicians such as city councilors can also be responsible for a top-down process of innovation, aside from the managers mentioned earlier. In two of the four municipalities studied by \textcite{cassell2008} the adoption of OSS was initiated by councilors and in Amsterdam councilors also took the initiative \parencite{webwereld2010}. In Dutch municipalities the College of Mayor and Alderman is the executive board of a municipality, which is also occupied by politicians.

Determined politicians could thus play the role of the top-down boundary spanner, but their influence is different. The council might be able to force its will on the public servants with a majority, but public servants can resist. In the case of Amsterdam top public servants deemed the plans to migrate to OSS to be impossible because of the existing problems with its IT facilities, which angered local politicians \parencite{webwereld2010}.\newline

\hangpara{1em}{0}\textbf{Hypothesis 2}: The presence of active political support in the organization is positively related to the probability of adopting OSS.

\section{Fiscal stress}
As noted in the introduction, financial motives are an important reason to adopt OSS. \textcite{cassell2008} confirms that municipalities are no exception to this. He mentions that a drop in tax revenues triggered two of the smaller German municipalities he investigated, Schwäbisch Hall and Treuchtlingen, to migrate to OSS. Likewise, Dutch municipalities have also been confronted with decreasing budgets. According to a report by the Centre for Research on Local Government Economics municipalities expected to cut their spending up to 7\% in 2010 as a consequence of the 2008–2012 global recession, increasing to 12\% in 2012. They plan to include their own organization in the austerity measures \parencite{coelo2010}. This raises the question how the austerity measures will affect the desire and ability to adopt OSS.

The literature on organizational decline is divided over the question if fiscal stress leads to more or less innovation. \textcite{mone1998} studied the effect of organizational decline on the innovation of private organizations. According to their findings, decline can stimulate or inhibit innovation depending on the conditions. Highly institutionalized missions, widely diffused power structures, high levels of resource commitment and the attribution of decline to temporary or uncontrollable causes have a negative effect on innovation. Conversely, less institutionalized missions, more concentration of power, high levels of uncommitted (slack) resources and the attribution of decline to permanent or controllable causes positively affect innovation. They add that many public sector organizations are affected by the former negative factors. As a consequence they consider the private sector to have better credentials for innovation. In his study of local public health organizations \textcite{mohr1969} likewise identified the availability of slack resources as a stimulus for innovation. Because larger organizations possessed more slack resources, they had more potential to innovate.

\textcite{wolman1986} on the other hand considers the characteristics of the innovation itself. He argues that local governments under fiscal stress are more likely to pursue innovations if they increase efficiency and less likely to pursue those that involve risk and resource commitment. It is difficult to determine in which category OSS fits best. It could be argued that OSS falls in both categories depending on the scale of migration projects, which vary. While Schwäbisch Hall and Treuchtlingen had migrated to OSS relatively easily, this was not the case for Munich, where the migration did involve a lot of risks and significant commitment of resources \parencite{cassell2008}. For Munich an adequate budget for the migration was an important requirement for its success \parencite{bb2010}. In the Netherlands most municipalities take a more evolutionary step-by-step approach, none so far have migrated to OSS (almost) completely like the German municipalities in the study of \textcite{cassell2008}. So it is to be expected that their style of innovation is more compatible with the kind of innovation induced by fiscal austerity. Even though previous research suggests a negative relationship between fiscal pressure and adoption of innovation in general, the evidence of OSS adoption in practice suggests a positive relationship with fiscal pressure.\newline

\hangpara{1em}{0}\textbf{Hypothesis 3}: Higher fiscal stress on the municipality's IT budget is positively related to the probability of adopting OSS.

\section{Fragmentalization of the IT hierarchy}
Finally, the organization of the IT services of the municipality is likely to have an important impact on the adoption. The municipality of Munich underestimated the difficulties of migrating to open source software and open standards. Because the municipality had twenty-one independent IT departments which did not share standardized software the migration took longer than expected \parencite{eitzen2010}. The municipality of Zaragoza also experienced difficulties with its migration due to a fragmented organization \parencite{noiv-munchen-zaragoza2010}. The research of \textcite{cassell2008} confirms this; it mentions that organization structure was the most important factor affecting the implementation of the migrations.

Amsterdam faced similar problems. It had a huge amount of applications in use, with estimates ranging from ten to fifteen thousand. The municipality used at least fifty different software packages for e-mail servers and for some other applications the municipality had at least five different versions in use. The total costs for IT in the municipality, € 128 million, were at least twice as high as in other municipalities. Amsterdam ultimately abandoned its plan for a migration because it wanted to standardize on proprietary software first \parencites{webwereld2010}{bb2011a}. 

The highly independent departments with their own IT management in Munich, Zaragoza and Amsterdam can be described as silos or stovepipes. In an analysis of the national Irish public sector \textcite{bannister2001} explains how IT silos came to evolve in the public sector and why the public sector is more vulnerable to silo development than the private sector. Some of the reasons for this are internal politics in which control of information systems is a key form of power and influence within departments, the relatively uninfluential positions of IT managers in some departments, the absence of central authority and the level of independence of departments. These characteristics run counter to some success factors of information system implementation given by \textcite{nah2001}, which include having a project leader placed in charge with high-level backing and the collaboration of the departments. As mentioned previously, \textcite{mone1998} also identified diffusion of power in the organization structure as an inhibitor of innovation. It is to be expected then that fragmentation negatively influences adoption.

The three municipalities mentioned as examples are all very large municipalities. Zaragoza had 701.090 inhabitants as of 1 January 2010 and Munich had 1.353.186 inhabitants as of 31 December 2010. The size of municipalities in the Netherlands varies widely. As of 2012 the Netherlands has 415 municipalities \parencite{cbs2012}. Amsterdam is the largest with 790.110 inhabitants and Schiermonnikoog is the smallest with 932 inhabitants. Many small municipalities have just one IT department. \textcite{cassell2008} describes how the two smaller municipalities of Schwäbisch Hall (37.137 inhabitants as of 31 December 2010) and Treuchtlingen (12.778 inhabitants as of 31 December 2010) migrated to OSS relatively easily. Their IT departments are very small and they did not have many workplaces to migrate. While there is contradictory evidence which states that centralization has a well-tested negative relationship to innovation adoption in general \parencite{li2014}, OSS is expected to be an exception based on the evidence from practice.\newline

\hangpara{1em}{0}\textbf{Hypothesis 4}: A fragmented IT hierarchy is negatively related to the probability of adopting OSS.

\vspace{1em}

In summary, based on theoretical insights from the general literature on the diffusion of innovations and findings from the empirical literature on the spread of OSS, we identified a number of hypotheses that related to the organizational, political and economic environment of the public organizations we study. Taken together, the hypotheses address different possible avenues for influence on the probability of OSS adoption in a single jurisdiction. In the remainder of this article we present the design of an empirical study testing the hypotheses and the results of the analysis of the data.

\section{Research design}
In order to test the hypotheses about the determinants of OSS diffusion we rely on new data collected using a web-based survey. As explained in the introduction, we focus on the municipal level in the Netherlands which is an appropriate empirical setting for our research goals given that municipalities are encouraged but not required to adopt OSS, and that a considerable variation in the degree of adoption of OSS exists.

Our sampling strategy was as follows. First, from all 415 municipalities in the Netherlands we selected all 50 municipalities with more than 70.000 inhabitants (because almost half of the total population of the Netherlands lives in these municipalities) and we took a random sample of 130 from the remaining 365 municipalities. We contacted the selected organizations with the request to fill in the online survey initially in June 2012, and followed up with two waves of phone call and e-mail reminders in July and August 2012. We were not able to exercise control over who exactly answered the survey: in order to increase response rates this was left at the discretion of the municipality itself. Eventually, out of the 180 organizations which were contacted, 65 responded which resulted in a response rate of 36.1\%.

Importantly, the final sample of responses does not differ significantly from the population of Dutch municipalities in terms of size (taking into account the deliberate over-representation of large municipalities) and financial capabilities. One municipality has less than 10.000 inhabitants; 31 have between 10.000 and 50.000; 13 have between 50.000 and 100.000; 15 have between 100.000 and 200.000 and five municipalities number between 200.000 and 800.000 inhabitants. Furthermore, the sample matches rather closely the distribution of OSS adoption as measured by the NOiV Monitor ranking \parencite{noiv-ranking2010} in 2010. In the NOiV ranking municipalities were asked in how many fields of application they used OSS: infrastructure, system administration, Internet and end users. The data compiled from the ranking is shown in the table in figure \ref{fig:figure1}.

Thus, our results should not be subject to a selection bias from conditioning the responses on overall administrative and technological capacity (a potential factor influencing both the likelihood of OSS adoption and responding to the survey). In other words, in our final sample laggards in the adoption of OSS are represented along with municipalities with a moderate and high degree of adoption, and in a roughly proportional way to our best estimates of the distribution of OSS adoption in the population of local governments.
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Having described our sampling strategy, now we turn towards the operationalization of our concepts by the survey items and the construction of the variables used in the analysis. A full list of the survey questions and how they could be answered is provided in the appendix. To measure the central outcome – OSS adoption – we reused the distinction between four fields of applications for OSS from the NOiV rankings: infrastructure, system administration, Internet and end users. We used a five point Likert scale to measure each of these four items more accurately.\footnote{Because many smartphones and tablets ship exclusively with Google's open source Android operating system and do not offer a choice for proprietary operating systems the respondents were requested to exclude these devices.}

We aggregate the items in two different ways to arrive at our dependent variable. First, we sum the scores on the four questions, z-transform (center and divide by the standard deviation) the result and treat it as a continuous measure (which enables us to use linear regression for data analysis). Second, we construct an ordered categorical variable with three levels from the raw item scores. The categories range from 'low adoption' (average score less than two), to 'medium adoption' (average score between 2 and 4) and 'high adoption' (average score above 4). The number of categories and the cut-off points were selected after examining the distribution of the data.

The advantage of the first approach is that it provides for more, and finer, variation, but the disadvantage is that we have to assume that differences along the entire length of the scale have the same significance. On the other hand, the categorical variable is coarser but possibly better in capturing true differences between the municipalities rather than minor fluctuations in the scores resulting from measurement error and statistical noise.\footnote{We also tried a five-level categorical variable which allows for more variation but the results from the analysis remained essentially the same.}

The questions for the dependent variable inquired about the state of OSS adoption at the moment the survey was taken, but for the independent variables the respondents were requested to consider a longer period of time for their answers, approximately a year. This way issues such as personnel turnover in the case of boundary spanners could be taken into account. 

Based on the literature on boundary spanners five questions were devised to capture this concept. We first ask if there are employees who promote using OSS, which is likely the lowest common denominator which characterizes boundary spanners in the context of OSS adoption. We continue with questions increasingly asking for more explicit evidence of boundary spanning: trying to convince the management to adopt OSS and having the knowledge to support a migration towards OSS. Because managerial acceptance and influence are important factors the last two questions ask if the management values the ideas of the boundary spanners and if there are boundary spanners which are part of the management.

With regard to the presence of active political support, talks with public servants suggested that at the very least, city councilors have a limited interest in OSS adoption and ask questions about it to the College of Mayor and Aldermen. The survey asks if this occurred in the first question. Stronger determinants of political activism would be submitting proposals to adopt OSS to a vote in the council and this proposal actually being supported by other councilors. This is asked in the second and third questions.

Fiscal pressure is a difficult concept to investigate. Using the budget documents to determine a municipality's total spending and IT-spending in specific over several years is very time-consuming and possibly misleading as well. For example, in the budgeting system used by Dutch municipalities expenditures can also include writedowns of assets. As such we opted to investigate the concept with survey questions instead.

To determine fiscal pressure, the first question asked if the municipality had to implement austerity measures. This was expected to be the case for the vast majority of municipalities. The following questions were only asked if the answer to the first was positive. Austerity in the municipality as a whole does not necessarily translate to austerity measures in the IT-budget in specific. To determine if the IT-budget is affected, the survey asks for this in the second question. Because the absence of license fees is seen as an important benefit for OSS, the third question asks if the austerity led to budget reductions for license fees of proprietary software. The fourth question asks if the austerity measures led the municipality to investigate the use of more OSS. The fifth question asks if this leads to the actual adoption of more OSS.

Fragmentation of the IT hierarchy is measured by asking for two factors which are characteristic for this according to the anecdotal evidence and literature: different departments all running their own IT-facilities and power over IT being highly distributed over multiple decision makers. The third question is more generic, asking if IT decision making is difficult and time-consuming, which is likely to be the case if the other two factors apply. 

Two control variables were used in the research design. Using municipality size as a control variable was necessary because larger municipalities have greater budgets per inhabitant than the smaller ones in the Netherlands \parencite{allers2011}. As such the municipality size is likely to have an effect on the fiscal pressure. Organizational fragmentation is likely to be influenced as well because larger municipalities probably have more complex organizational structures. Possibly there is a relationship with the presence of boundary spanners or activist politicians too. If a municipality simply has more public servants and politicians, the chance that they may be present could be higher.

The debt quote is the best measurement of the financial position of a municipality \parencite{lei2011b}. It is the net debt as a share of the total income of the municipality. This control variable is especially useful for the third hypothesis on fiscal pressure. In itself, a high debt quote does not say much about fiscal pressure because policies are different in every municipality and this leads to different solutions for austerity. Asking respondents about fiscal pressure is therefore more relevant, but the debt quote is an objective measurement.

The most recent data \parencite{lei2011a} was compiled for 31 December 2009, newer data is not yet available. According to \textcite{lei2011c} high debt quotes are not a problem if the municipality has a large stock of plots and loans to third parties. Future revenue from the sale of plots and interest on loans to third parties can offset the cost for financing those plots and loans. In theory it costs the municipality nothing to finance them, but in reality there is a risk that a plot might sell for less than its original purchase price or that third parties default on loans.

\section{Results from the empirical analysis}
Table \ref{tab:table1} presents the descriptive statistics of the variables used in the analysis. Note that for first five variables, the reported numbers are based on the average score of the units on the number of questions related to each variable (for example, four in the case of OSS adoption).

\begin{table*}[t!]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{ l r@{} l r@{} l r@{} l r@{} l r@{}}
  \toprule
 Variable & Mininum & & Mean & & Median & & Maximum & & SD \\ 
  \toprule
  OSS adoption 			& 1.00   & & 2.19  & & 2.00  & & 4.00   & & 0.75 \\ 
  Boundary spanners 	& 1.00   & & 2.83  & & 3.00  & & 4.80   & & 1.10 \\ 
  Activist politicians 	& 0.00   & & 0.42  & & 0.33  & & 1.00   & & 0.39 \\ 
  Fiscal stress 		& 0.00   & & 0.45  & & 0.40  & & 1.00   & & 0.25 \\ 
  IT fragmentation 		& 1.00   & & 2.34  & & 2.33  & & 5.00   & & 1.01 \\ 
  Inhabitants 			& 8,954.00   & & 95,600.00 & & 54,551.00 & & 790,110.00 & & 122,857.00 \\ 
  Debt quote			& -62.00 & & 77.07 & & 74.00 & & 237.00 & & 50.60 \\ 
  \bottomrule
\end{tabular}
\caption{Descriptive statistics}
\label{tab:table1}
\end{table*}

Before we present the multivariate analyses, we first focus on the distribution of OSS adoption. The histogram in figure \ref{fig:figure1} shows the distribution of frequencies for the summed scores of all four questions regarding the dependent variable OSS adoption. The theoretical maximum score for the individual questions on OSS adoption is five, in which case the organization would use OSS exclusively. The mean score is 2.18 which implies that the average Dutch municipality has some experience with OSS and has incorporated it in at least some part of its organization and management activities. The standard deviation is 0.75 and the overall distribution is not too far off the normal curve.

The maximum value for the total score of all questions is sixteen and was observed only twice. Four respondents score the theoretical lowest value of four and do not use any OSS at all. The vast majority of the respondents do not use more OSS than proprietary software if the score of twelve is used as a guideline.\footnote{It is notable that the scores of six, eight, ten and twelve occur quite frequently compared to their neighboring scores. This could be caused by the relatively small sample size. It could also be attributed to central tendency bias and proximity bias, well-known problems of measurement with Likert scales. Respondents can be reluctant to give extreme scores and might give similar answers for similar items \parencite{albaum1997}.} \footnote{We conducted a principle components analysis of the items comprising the OSS adoption scale but found that essentially all questions load on the same dimension, so we decided to use the average of all questions for the construction of the final variable rather than construct two or more factors based on the individual items.}

Having discussed the distribution of OSS adoption, we turn towards the multivariate statistical models which try to capture the factors behind the differential adoption.\footnote{The cross-correlations between the variables can be found in the Appendix.} As explained above, we run two models: the dependent variable is operationalized as a continuous measure in the first one, and as a categorical variable in the second one. The methods of analysis are linear regression for Model 1 and proportional odds logistic regression for Model 2. Proportional odds analysis is a appropriate method for modeling ordered categorical variables, as the one we are dealing with here (see \textcite{long1997} for details).

\begin{table*}[t!]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{ l r@{} l l r@{} l l}
  \toprule
			& \multicolumn{3}{l}{Model 1} & \multicolumn{3}{l}{Model 2}\\
			& \multicolumn{3}{l}{Linear regression} & \multicolumn{3}{l}{Proportional odds}\\
  Variable				& \multicolumn{2}{l}{Coef.} & SE & \multicolumn{2}{l}{Coef.} & SE\\\toprule
  Intercept				& 1.26	& ***	& (0.32)	& 	  	&		& 		\\
  Intercept (Low-Avg.)	& 		&		&			& 2.25	& * 	& (1.23)\\
  Intercept (Avg.-High)	& 		&		&			& 5.33	& ***	& (1.45)\\
  Boundary spanners		& 0,27	& **	& (0,09)	& 0.88  & **	& (0.34)\\
  Activist politicians	& 0,62	& *		& (0.23)	& 2.18  & **	& (0.86)\\
  Fiscal stress			& 0,36	&		& (0.35)  	& 1.74  &		& (1.23)\\
  IT fragmentation		& −0,11	&		& (0.09)  	& −0.43 &		& (0.34)\\
  Inhabitants			& −0.04	&		& (0.09)  	& 0.03  &		& (0.30)\\
  Debt quote			& 0.04	&		& (0.08)  	& −0.10 &		& (0.31)\\
  Adjusted R-squared	& 0.33  &		&	  		&	  	&		&		\\\bottomrule
  \multicolumn{7}{l}{Significance levels: * 0.05; ** 0.01; *** 0.001. Unstandardized coefficients.}\\
  \multicolumn{7}{l}{Dependent variable: adoption of open source software. N=51.}\\
\end{tabular}
\caption{Factors influencing OSS adoption}
\label{tab:table2}
\end{table*}

Table \ref{tab:table2} summarizes the results from the two models. Both models lead to very similar inferences with the direction and significance of all variables being consistent across the models. There are positive and significant effects for the two variables that test the hypotheses that the presence of respectively boundary spanners and active political support increase the likelihood of OSS adoption. On the basis of the linear model (Model 1) we can calculate that a point increase in the boundary spanners score leads to a 0.27 increase in the OSS adoption score which is relatively small compared to the existing estimates from the literature \parencite{ven2008b}; the effect of political activists is almost twice as big, but is estimated with less certainty. Interestingly, the effect of fiscal stress on the IT budget on OSS adoption is in the expected positive direction but is not statistically significant. Similarly, the effect of a fragmented IT hierarchy is negative as expected but is not significant in the reported models (it reaches marginal statistical significance if the control variables are excluded). The model has an adjusted R-square of 0.34 which indicates relatively low fit.

While the proportional odds model supports the above conclusions about the direction and significance of the effects, the effect sizes of the coefficients are more difficult to illustrate since the model is non-linear. Figure \ref{fig:figure2} shows the predicted probability of a municipality being in a specific category (low, average, high) of OSS adoption for different values of boundary spanners and political activists according to the estimates of the model, and holding the other variables at their means. For example, if a municipality has a score of 2 for the presence of boundary spanners it has almost 50 percent chance of being in the 'Low' category and less than 10 percent change of being in the 'High' category of OSS adopters. But with a score of 4 on the boundary spanners variables the chance of being a 'High' adopter has increased to 25 percent and the change of being a laggard to less than 10 percent. We can interpret the lower panel of Figure 2 in a similar way but with regard to the effect of political activism.
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\section{Conclusions}
In this article we explored the determinants of variation in the adoption of OSS in public organizations. Our findings partly support existing research but also contradict some received wisdom in the field. First, our analyses confirm the influence of boundary spanners \parencite{ven2008a} and political activism \parencite{cassell2008}. Having people within the organization who promote, inform about, and politically support the adoption of OSS appears almost indispensable for OSS adoption. On the other hand, the influence of economic factors, like the financial stress of the municipality appears to have no real influence according to our analyses. The effect of organizational (IT) fragmentation remains uncertain but is likely negative. Altogether, it seems that the adoption of OSS depends less on the broader economic and social context but more on the particular confluence of personal and political support for OSS within the organization. 

A confirmation of the boundary spanner hypothesis is not surprising given the existing evidence, but the very small effect size was not expected. The presence of activist politicians is potentially much more influential but this finding might be related to the specific empirical setting of our study. 

According to this study fiscal pressure on municipal IT departments does not lead to more adoption of OSS, which is difficult to explain considering the evidence of financial benefits of OSS. It could be that Dutch municipalities make a different appraisal of cost benefits than the municipalities investigated in the study of \textcite{cassell2008} and use other measures to implement austerity. If we assume that the cost benefits of OSS are real, it is unfortunate that so many municipalities fail to capitalize on this advantage of OSS. In that case the current policy of stimulus is obviously insufficient as it allows for these vast differences in OSS adoption to exist. As this study has shown that top-down decisions by politicians in the municipality are the most important factor in terms of effect size on adoption of OSS, a new national policy in the Netherlands allowing for less discretion might be a good idea.

Another option might be that a policy on OSS simply needs more effort, in which case lessons might be drawn from Iceland's migration to OSS. The motivation for Iceland's policy is similar to those of other municipalities and public institutions which have been mentioned previously: gaining independence from vendors and cost savings \parencite{clark2012}. In early 2012 the government started a migration project to OSS for all its public institutions, after many of them had already been migrating to OSS over the last four years at a slower pace (before the country was affected by the financial crisis). These include all of its ten ministries, the city of Reykjavik, the National Hospital and schools. The project also entailed setting up a common infrastructure for the migrations and a group of specialists to monitor the project. In the next phase the project aims to work on a call for tender to purchase services based on OSS \parencite{joinup2012c}. The Dutch policy on OSS never involved a similar level of effort.

Our general contribution to the study of the diffusion of innovations in public organizations is to identify the political and/or expert support for innovations as factors that can override external pressures from the environment. Organizations are not passively reacting to stimuli for change but have the potential to actively steer reform, provided that support exists within the organization. In this respect it is interesting to speculate whether either political or internal expert support is sufficient to guarantee reform and the adoption of new technology. For now we are not able to isolate the impact of activist politicians from the impact of boundary spanners and this remains as an area for future research.

How likely it is that our results generalize beyond the case of the Netherlands? The Dutch policy context of OSS adoption is to some extent characteristic of other governments' efforts as well since OSS adoption is encouraged but is not demanded through binding regulations and little support is available for the actual migration to OSS. In such circumstances it seems that the presence of boundary spanners and political support within the organization could be found important in more public organizations than the Dutch municipalities we survey. Public organizations are less subject to direct economic pressures than the private ones which might explain why the internal environment has a bigger influence on the chance of adoption than the external environment. In any case, more research needs to be done to probe the generalizability of our results and to examine how endogenous the presence of boundary spanners is to the political commitment of the organizational leadership to the adoption of open source software.

\begin{Figure}
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 \captionof{figure}{Correlation matrix of all variables. \emph{ADOP} is the total score for OSS adoption, all independent variables appear in the same order as in table \ref{tab:table1}.}
 \label{fig:figure4}
\end{Figure}

\section{Appendix}

\subsection*{Use of OSS}
Could you give an estimate of the share of OSS used in the following fields?

\begin{enumerate}[1.]
  \item To which degree is OSS used for infrastructure?
  \item To which degree is OSS used for system administration?
  \item To which degree is OSS used by end users?
  \item To which degree is OSS used for communication over the Internet?
\end{enumerate}

\subsection*{Presence of boundary spanners}
\begin{enumerate}[1.]
  \item There are one or more employees in the municipality who promote the usage of OSS. 
  \item There are one or more employees in the municipality who make an effort to convince management to adopt (more) OSS. 
  \item There are one or more employees in the municipality who possess adequate knowledge to support a migration towards OSS. 
  \item The decision makers value the opinions of those employees who press for the use of OSS and take their opinions into account. 
  \item One or more of the employees in the municipality who promote the usage of OSS are part of the management.
\end{enumerate}

\subsection*{Presence of activist politicians}
\begin{enumerate}[1.]
  \item Members of the municipal council or the College of Mayor and Aldermen have asked questions about the use of OSS. 
  \item Members of the municipal council or the College of Mayor and Aldermen have been vocal in their support for OSS and have pushed the municipality to adopt OSS, but failed to get the support of a majority. 
  \item The municipal council or the College of Mayor and Aldermen have accepted motions or made decisions to make the municipality use more OSS.
\end{enumerate}

\subsection*{Fiscal pressure on the IT department}
\begin{enumerate}[1.]
  \item Our municipality had to implement austerity measures. 
  \item As a consequence of the austerity measures the IT budget was reduced. 
  \item As a consequence of the austerity measures we spent less budget on license fees (for the right to use the software) for proprietary software during this period.
  \item As a consequence of the austerity measures increasing the use of OSS was investigated. 
  \item As a consequence of the austerity measures we increased our use of OSS.
\end{enumerate}

\noindent The second to the fifth questions were conditional, they were only asked in case the answer to first question was positive. 

\subsection*{Fragmentation of the IT hierarchy}
\begin{enumerate}[1.]
  \item Authority over IT matters is divided over different departments. There is no central IT department. 
  \item There is no single person who has the final say in decisions related to IT affairs. 
  \item It is very difficult and time-consuming to make decisions on IT affairs.
\end{enumerate}
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